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Once again, we are back with our yearly study of companies that have created the
maximum wealth for investors over the past 10 years. This is the eighth year of our study
and covers the period November 2003 to October 2013. While our database of companies
increased from 1,215 to 1,356 on account of new public issues and increase in trading
activity of some companies, as many as 335 companies remain on the list from last year.
The compounded average annualised total shareholder return (CATSR) of the 500
companies worked out to 25% this year; last year, the average CATSR was 33%. The top 100
averaged a CATSR of 41% this year compared to 49% last year and the bottom 100
companies (of the top 500) averaged a CATSR of 15% compared to 24% last year. Why has
there been a decline in returns?
If you had invested Rs1 lakh in any of the top 100 companies in November 2003, your
investment would have grown to a minimum Rs14 lakh over the 10-year period, i.e., a
compounded annualised growth of over 30%. However, had you invested in the highest
ranked company, your investment of Rs1 lakh would now be worth as much as Rs4.21
crore. Had one invested Rs1 lakh in a bank fixed deposit, the amount would now be a
meagre Rs1.79 lakh. Even if you had invested in a Nifty index fund, your investment would
be worth Rs4.05 lakh now, more than double the maturity value of the FD investment.
What led to this massive wealth creation?
The past 10-year period started with a secular and massive bull run for the first half of the
decade. This was India’s longest and steepest bull market; it started from April 2003 and
ended in January 2008 when the global financial crisis struck. For the latter half of the
decade, the markets have been turbulent and have moved sideways
for most of the part—struggling to hit new highs. This was another reason why this year’s
list of companies has delivered lower returns.
Let’s go back a bit in market history, to understand the market situation that led to the
impressive bull run. According to the Macroeconomic and Monetary Developments in
2004-05, published by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI), “The overall growth of GDP in
2004-05 was higher than the average growth attained over the preceding 12-year period
beginning 1992-93. Consequently, the average growth of 6.5% recorded during the first
three years of the Tenth Plan period (2002-07) has already outstripped the average of 5.5%
achieved in the Ninth Plan period. These facts indicate that the structural acceleration of
growth that is underway is based on solid foundations, including a weather-proofing of the
economy. These factors are equipping India to remain among the fastest growing
economies of the world in the medium-term.” And, rightly, India’s economic growth in that
period laid the foundation for huge capital inflows leading to a massive bull run.
RBI reports further stated that the profits after tax of non-financial non-government
companies recorded a growth of more than 40% for 11 successive quarters from Q3FY03 to
Q1FY06. Profits after tax of select non- government non-financial companies increased by
48.7% during April-December 2006 on top of the 36.8% growth recorded in the
corresponding period of 2005.
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The real GDP growth averaged 8.7%pa (per annum) during the five-year period, 2003-04
to 2007-08. Gains by the capital goods stocks reflected the pick-up in investment activity
and the government’s emphasis on infrastructure development in the Union Budget 200607. During 2007-08, the Indian economy continued to expand at a robust pace for the
fifth consecutive year, although there was some moderation in the growth momentum
during the course of the year.
It was then that global economies suffered a major crisis, starting with problems in the US
housing and sub-prime mortgage market, which spilled over to markets for other assets in
other countries. Global economic conditions deteriorated sharply during 2008; several
advanced economies experienced their sharpest declines. Investment demand, a major
driver of growth, crashed. Growth moderated to 6.7% in 2008-09 but the Indian economy
recovered in 2009-10 with a growth of 7.2%, thanks to the local and global stimulus
packages. Industrial output, which was adversely affected by the cyclical slowdown and
international commodity price shocks in 2007-08 and the global recession in 2008-09,
recovered in 2009-10.
Although financial markets were marked by intermittent volatility, mainly due to the
uncertainty about the shape of the global recovery, the risks in the global markets declined,
as the green shoots of global recovery appeared. During 2010-11, growth was on account of
a rebound in agriculture and sustained activity in industry and services. Momentum in
overall demand conditions was highlighted in corporate sales growth, improving capacity
utilisation, higher employment and pricing power with the producers. Equity markets
witnessed good buying interest from foreign institutional investors (FIIs) during JulyNovember 2010 taking the market back to its high witnessed in 2008. What helped the
inflows were successive stimulus packages by the US Federal Reserve Board (the Fed) and,
later, by the European Central Bank. However, by November, the market had run ahead of
itself even as Indian inflation remained high.
The Indian economy remained sluggish in most part of 2011 and, in July, RBI moved to
hike interest rates, sending the markets careening. By August, there were major worries
about the health of European economies, starting with Greece. By December 2012, the
Sensex hit 15,135, a level it had crossed in June 2009. In 2012, as global markets stabilised,
FIIs came back with all guns blazing but a slowdown was clearly visible across most sectors
and global economies continue to remain sluggish. Domestic policy uncertainties,
governance concerns, the impact of earlier monetary tightening and the slackening of
external demand continue to affect growth. The deceleration in the
services sector growth, which has been the mainstay of high growth in the past few years,
had dragged down overall economic activity and employment creation. Agriculture output
was dented by deficient rainfall. Corporate results suggested weak demand, with
moderation in investment as well as consumption. The market did go up on the
announcement of favourable policy actions after P Chidambaram became the finance
minister in September 2012. But fundamental factors—about clearance of projects and
political uncertainties—continued to weigh the markets down. For six months, between
November 2012 and May 2013, the indices moved in a range of 10%-15%, until, in May
2013, the Fed talked of tapering its bond-buying programme which was seen to be a major
source of inflows into emerging markets. Immediately, FIIs sold Indian bonds and bond
yields went up, the rupee weakened, FIIs sold equities and the rupee crashed. By August,
the Sensex had hit 17,448, until a new RBI governor restored confidence in the rupee and
markets rallied, once again, on hope.
This was followed by a euphoric rise in early December on expectation that the
forthcoming general elections will be won by BJP, with Narendra Modi as the prime
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How have different sectors performed?
While the broad market indices, like the Sensex and the CNX Nifty, delivered an
annualised return of 16%, sector indices, like the CNX FMCG, delivered a return
of 21%. Consider this: had you invested Rs1 lakh in a Nifty index fund, your wealth would
have grown to as much as Rs4.05 lakh over the 10-year period. Instead, had you invested
according to the portfolio of the CNX FMCG, your investment of Rs1 lakh would have
grown to Rs6.73 lakh (pre-cost), nearly double that of your index ETF.
Almost all sector indices delivered double-digit returns. Stocks of the FMCG sector,
consumer products and consumer durables were among the best performing stocks over
the 10-year period, driven by India’s consumption demand. Out of the 11 indices, the CNX
Infrastructure, CNX Metal and CNX Public Sector Enterprises delivered an annualised
return of 7%, 9% and 4%, respectively.
It is interesting to note that when the market rallied from November 2003 to January
2008, the Nifty delivered a CAGR of 37%. During this period, indices for the banking and
the services sectors delivered a CAGR of around 40%. The FMCG index and the pharma
index delivered an annualised return of 25% and 15%, respectively, over this period.
However, post-2008 up to November 2013, the defensive sectors took over. From the peak
of January 2008 to October 2013, while the broad market indices remained flat, the FMCG
index and pharma index shot up by 19% and 17%, respectively. The banking sector and
services sector delivered 2% and 1%, respectively. Indices of IT and auto sectors were the
only indices that delivered double-digit returns of 12% and 15%, respectively.
The services sector remained the main engine of growth during 2004-05. Growth in the
services sector accelerated to 9.9% during April-December 2005 from 9.7% during AprilDecember 2004. Companies in trade, hospitality, transport and communications
contributed a significant percentage to overall real GDP growth during April-December
2006. Among the top 500 companies on our list, as many as 15 companies from the
lifestyle & leisure sector delivered an average CAGR of 30%. Of these, United Breweries
(54%), Titan (46%) and United Spirits (45%) were the top three companies from this
sector that generated the maximum shareholder wealth. In the hotel sector, as many as five
companies, including Byke Hospitality (a chain of pure-veg resorts) which comes in the top
10 list.
The consumer durables stocks were buoyant on the back of strong growth in sales and good
financial results of some companies. FMCG stocks benefited from good monsoons and its
positive effect on sales; abolition of excise duty on branded foods and reduction in excise
duty (from 16% to 8%) on select fast food items in the Union
Budget 2006-07 also boosted this sector. As many as 60 stocks from these sectors were
present on our list of 500 companies, delivering an average CAGR of 29%. As many as 21
companies were present in the top 100 list, delivering an average return of 42%. Symphony
(83%), TTK Prestige (72%) and Hawkins Cookers (60%) were among the top 10 companies.
From the FMCG sector, Emami (38%), Godrej Consumer Products (36%), Marico (34%),
IFB Agro (33%) and Glaxosmithkline Consumer Healthcare (33%) were among the top 100
list.
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Banking and finance sector scrips gained due to several factors such as pick-up in nonfood credit and permission to banks to issue
perpetual bonds and other hybrid instruments.
As many as 40 stocks were present in the top
500 companies, delivering an average return
of 25%. Of these, Shriram City Union Finance
(46%), Gruh Finance (43%) and Shriram
Transport Finance (40%) were the top stocks
of this sector. Among the banks, Kotak
Mahindra Bank (34%) led the list followed by
Indusind Bank (28%) and Axis bank (26%).
The growth of the industrial sector was
propelled by buoyant exports and a
brightening of the domestic investment
climate in an environment of rising business
optimism and consumer confidence at the
beginning of the 10-year period. This sector
contributed 26% to overall growth of the economy in 2004-05, up from 17% in 2003-04.
Growth in industry was propelled by the manufacturing activity in 2005. It is not surprising
to find as many as 80 companies from the industrial intermediaries and engineering sectors.
These companies, on an average, delivered a return of 24% over the 10-year period. Havells
India (46%), Ratnamani Metals & Tubes (41%) and Bhushan Steel (40%) were among the top
wealth creators of this sector.
In the software segment, cross-selling, strong balance sheets, and end-to-end service offerings
set the tone of competitive expansion. Indian IT companies started moving up in the value
chain. This time, as many as 14
software and IT stocks are present in the list of top 500 companies delivering an average
return of 24%. The top companies in this sector include Vakrangee (50%), Commex
Technology (31%) and Accelya Kale Solutions (31%).
Lessons for Investors: Mutual Fund Returns
If you had invested in equity funds, what would have your returns been like?
We mentioned that had you invested in an index fund, your returns over 10 years would have
worked out to around 15%. Had you invested in any mutual fund that has been in existence
over the past 10 years, your returns would have ranged from as high as 27% to as low as 4%,
depending on which equity scheme you picked. While most schemes performed better than
the benchmark index, the returns for mutual funds may look better due to survivorship bias.
There were as many as 57 schemes that were present then and continue till today. These
schemes delivered an average annualised return of 19% over the 10-year period. However,
there would have been a vast difference in returns, depending on which scheme was picked.
The top 20 schemes of that period delivered a return averaging 23% while the bottom 20
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return averaging 15%. SBI Magnum Global Fund 94 led the list with a return of 27%; at the
bottom of the list was JM Basic Fund which delivered a return as low as 4.60%. As many as
27 schemes delivered a return of 20% or more. Investing in a top scheme would have
delivered better returns than investing in an index fund or index ETF. Going through the top
10 list, one would come across many familiar names and names of some that one would never
expect. Some of these schemes have failed to maintain their stellar performance in the past
three to five years.
The top mutual funds have delivered decent returns; most outperformed their benchmarks
but, at the same time (with the benefit of hindsight), had you invested in any of the top 125
companies on our wealth-creator list, your returns would have been far better than those of
the top mutual fund schemes.
This leads us to wonder, how many of these 125 companies were picked by highly skilled fund
managers?
What were mutual funds holding 10 years back?
This analysis is based on the portfolio of
mutual funds for November 2003. Mutual
fund schemes buy and sell stocks on a regular
basis. Some of the top 500 companies may
have appeared in the portfolio of the 57
mutual fund schemes at some point of time.
But one thing that is clear from our analysis
of equity fund portfolios is that fund
managers tend to favour only a few stocks.
The top 10 most- picked companies were
present in the portfolio of 25 or more
schemes. Not surprisingly, the top 15 mostpicked stocks at that time were all part of the
BSE Sensex.
The top 10 picks of equity diversified schemes included State Bank of India, Infosys, Reliance
Industries, Tata Motors, Bharat Heavy Electricals, Ranbaxy Laboratories, Grasim Industries,
Tata Steel, Maruti Suzuki India and Indian Petrochemicals Corporation (later merged with
Reliance Industries). Of these, just three companies are present in the list of top 500 wealthcreating companies. These were: State Bank of India (15%), Infosys (17%) and Tata Motors
(14%). Apart from the top 10 most-picked stocks, how many stocks from our top 500 list were
identified at that time? From the 380 companies picked by the 57 schemes, as many as 114
companies were present in our top 500 list. Of these, just 18 were present among the top 100
list of companies. If an equity scheme had bought and held these 18 companies over the 10
years, their returns would have been an annualised 39%. But all this is easy to say in hindsight.
There are many factors that play a role while selecting companies. The financials and valuation
of companies through the years determines whether they would continue to remain in the
portfolio or be excluded.
But the most important question is: How simple was it to pick any of the top 500 companies
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10 years back? Fund managers had picked around one-fifth of them. Most probably, the
remaining set of stocks did not meet their selection criteria. The reason?

Among the top 500 companies, as many as 341 companies (68%) had a market-cap of less than
Rs100 crore in 2003-04. As many as 178 companies in the top 500 list had a market-cap of
less than Rs10 crore. Most equity schemes invest in mega- and large-cap stocks. Most of these
companies would not have even featured in the shortlist of companies made by fund managers.
Out of the 343 companies, 16 companies were present in the portfolio of fund managers.
Of the remaining 159 companies, which had a market-cap above Rs100 crore, as many as 68
companies (43%) were picked by fund managers at that point in time. There were 77
companies on our wealth-creators list which had a market-cap of over Rs500 crore; of these, as
many as 68 companies were present in the portfolio of fund managers.
Why Dividends Matter
Dividends have been an important component for calculating the total shareholder returns
(TSR). Companies with strong cash flow and commitment to investors usually give out decent
dividends and steadily increase the dividends paid through the years. When stocks deliver high
returns, dividends would seem an unimportant consideration. Among the top 20, dividends
contributed over 6% to TSR. For seven companies in the top 500 list, dividends contributed
over 50% to TSR. For the top 500 companies, dividends, on an average, contributed 14% to
the total returns. While dividend yields aren’t as high as they used to be some years ago, they
offer shareholders comfort, as these examples show: for EID Parry, dividends contributed 25%
and for Karnataka Bank, dividends contributed 50% to the total returns.
Methodology
How does one measure wealth creation or shareholder value? The formula for calculating
wealth creation is simple. It is what a shareholder gets from remaining invested in a company
over a certain period. That essentially means three things. One, the difference in market price
between two periods
(adjusted for splits, rights and bonuses). Two,
shares obtained out of spin- offs and
restructuring. Three, dividends earned over this
period. The combination of the three is called
‘total shareholder returns’ (TSR).
You cannot apply these criteria to all the stocks
listed because there are several junk companies
that are listed, especially on the Bombay Stock
Exchange (BSE). We have applied this formula to a
database of select stocks listed on the BSE and the
National Stock Exchange of India (NSE). We
started with all companies listed on the BSE and
NSE on 1 November 2003. From these, we
considered only those that have traded for a
minimum 90% of the days in the past 10 years.
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For price appreciation, we considered the average adjusted closing price for the first six
months and the last six months of the 10-year period starting 1 November 2003 and ending
31 October 2013. This yielded a list of just 1,356 companies. From this, again, we have
deliberately eliminated a handful of companies that have suspiciously low level of sales and
profits after years of existence and whose share price seemed unreasonably inflated. To
calculate the TSR, we added capital gains, dividends earned over the 10-year period and
restructuring benefits, after adjusting the holdings for bonus and rights issues. The TSR
figure was then converted to compounded annual growth and the companies have been
ranked accordingly
The table below is the list of top 100 wealth creators. The largest
number of companies belong to food & beverages, consumer
durables, pharmaceuticals and real estate. While companies from
the first three sectors benefited the most from India’s burgeoning
consumption growth in the first half of the 10-year period, the real
estate sector was the odd one out. This sector, despite low returns
and poor corporate governance, has benefited from the massive
inflow of liquidity in a period of low interest rates between 200307. As many as 63 companies on this list had a market-cap of less
than Rs50 crore in 2003 and would have fallen out of the purviewof
most investors and fund managers. Shriram Transport Finance
(CATSR 40%) grew from a market-cap of under Rs100 crore to a
market-cap of over Rs10,000 crore.

Companies from the engineering & electronics sector benefited tremendously from industrial
growth over the past decade. Elecon Engineering (32%), Praj Industries (27%) and Thermax
(24%) are a few companies from the engineering sector that created wealth. Auto component
manufacturers Motherson Sumi Systems (30%), Exide Industries (27%) and Balkrishna
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Industries (26%) make it to the top 200 list apart from auto manufacturer Mahindra and
Mahindra (25%). Benefiting from the consumption growth are companies like Dabur India

(30%), ITC (27%), Colgate-Palmolive (26%), VIP Industries (25%), Nestlé India (24%), Asian
Paints (32%) and Kansai Nerolac Paints (25%). Many banks created huge wealth too such as
IndusInd Bank (28%), Axis Bank (26%), HDFC Bank (25%) and City Union Bank (25%).

One common assumption is that larger companies
may find it difficult to deliver huge returns. Yet, on this list,
we have companies like Housing Development Finance
Corporation (22%) and Larsen and Toubro (22%) which
created substantial wealth for their investors over the past
decade. Companies from the engineering, industrial
intermediates and auto components dominate the list.
Crompton Greaves (23%), Castrol (22%), MRF (22%), Bosch
(21%) and Cummins (20%) made it to the list from these
sectors. Consumer durables manufactures like Whirlpool of
India (23%), Khaitan Electricals (23%), Videocon (22%) and
Blue Star (21%) were also big gainers. Two small software
companies too did very well: RS Software (24%) and Infotech
Enterprises (23%) as did software major HCL Technologies
(21%).
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Our list of top 301-400 has many mega-caps like Bharti Airtel (18%) and Infosys (17%). Among the
top performers were: Cadila (20%), GlaxoSmithKline (17%), LIC Housing Finance (20%),
Britannia Industries (20%), Hero MotoCorp (18%) Aditya Birla Nuvo (19%) and Ambuja Cements
(18%). Navneet Education (17%), Kokuyo Camlin (17%) and Jetking Infotrain (20%) have benefited
from secular demand for education. Tata Global Beverages (17%), KRBL (18%) and Heritage Foods
(18%) made it to the list from the food & beverages sector. From the healthcare and pharma
sectors we have Dr. Agarwal'S Eye Hospital (20%) and Strides Arcolab (17%). Surprising wealth
creators were textiles companies like DCM (19%), Lakshmi Mills (18%), Mafatlal Industries (18%)
and Lakshmi Machine Works (17%).
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The last 100 companies of the top 500 wealth creators consist of companies from the chemicals
sector, engineering sector, pharma sector, financial sector and industrial intermediates. Among
the heavyweights are ICICI Bank (15%), State Bank of India (15%), Hindustan Unilever (14%), Tata
Motors (14%) and Reliance Industries (14%). As many as eight banks are present on the list
including Bank of India (16%), State Bank of Travancore (15%), and Union Bank of India (15%).
Cipla (16%), Sanofi India (15%), Dr Reddy's Laboratories (14%) and Wockhardt (14%) represent
the pharma sector.
Spicejet (14%) is the only airlines company that made it to the top
500. Gujarat Alkalies (16%), Diamines & Chemicals (15%) and
BASF India (15%) are a few companies from the chemicals sector
that made it to the list.
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